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DECIDE together ™
© RekonGroupPty Ltd. 2016 This information is confidential and was prepared solely for client use; it is not to be replicated or released to a third party without priorconsent
Describe environment:
What are the external and internal factors that could impact on our ability to solve this problem or complete this task? Consider customers, industry, competitors, and company internal factors.
D
Establish intent:
E
and Objective: 
Why are we doing this?  Aligns to the CEO/BU intent?
Create options:
Explore different ways we can conduct the task.
C
Identify opportunitiesand risks:
What are the opportunities – are we being innovative? What are the risks to people, equipment, reputation, financial risk? What is the risk to achieving the intent and objective?
I
Develop and decide preferred option:
How do we mitigate the risks and exploit the opportunities? Wargame ‘What ifs’.What are the advantages and disadvantages? Is the risk profile acceptable?
D
Execute and evaluate outcomes:
Does it meet the intent? Should we do this (alignment with values)?
E
Communicate the plan using DIRECT not dictate ™   template over page
Will it achieve the objective? Do we need higher authority to do this?
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DIRECT not dictate ™
© RekonGroupPty Ltd. 2016 This information is confidential and was prepared solely for client use; it is not to be replicated or released to a third party without priorconsent
Describe environment:
Describe the external and internal factors that could impact on our ability to solve this problem or complete this task. Consider customers, industry, competitors, and company internal factors.
D
Establish intent:
E
and Objective: 
Why are we doing this?  Aligns to the CEO/BU intent?
Responsibilities and method:
Method. Provide a high level explanation of how we will achieve the objective.  Include phases and working groups if applicable.
R
Enablers and resources:
Internal resources and external enablers allocated for task.
E
Coordination:
Who will do what and when (attach GAANT chart as an annex)? How are you going to track progress (KPIs)?
C
Timings:
T
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